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Report Nos: 50-369/85-08 and 50-370/85-08

. Licensee: Duke Power Company
422 South Church Street

~ Charlotte, NC 28242

Docket Nos. 50-369 and 50-370 License Nos: HPF-9 and NPF-17

Facil ,,. Name: McGuire Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2
'

Inspection Conducted: January 28 - February 6, 1985

Inspectors: [ 6V M85~
J. E. Dyef , ORPB, IE, Team Leader Date Signed

Scbuev he UN/BS
P. E. F a r/non , TTC , IE Date Signed

/WL24 4/Wps'
J. D/ Smitli, ORPB, IE Dat6 Sfgned.

t/[Y[Reviewed by: v
L. J. C lan, Chief, Performance Dat6 Signed
Appra 'sa Section, PB, E

Approved by:
_

w L 2)/I!h$
,

Phillip F. McKee, Chief, Operating Date Signed
Reactors Program Branch, IE

Summary: This special, unannounced inspection involved 126 inspector hours on
site.in the areas of control room operations and surveillance testing
of the vital batteries and auxiliary feedwater systems.

Results: Six apparent violations, referred to as unresolved items in this re-
port, were identified - failure to demonstrate-that single cell charg-
ing of an operable battery does not create an unreviewed safety ques- .i

tion; failure to demonstrate the operability of battery EVCA for the
past two years by proper performance of weekly and quarterly surveil-
lance tests; failure to demonstrate the operability of all batteries

| by proper-conduct of battery service discharge tests; failure to con- |

duct battery performance discharge tests in accordance with safety an- l'

Ialysis report commitments; failure to implement three procedures for
the maintenance and operation of the batteries; and failure to. correct
an identified design deficiency with the auxiliary feedwater systems,

of both units.
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( ,q. . ' REPORTS DETAILS-

11. . Persons Contacted: _

~

TM. McIntosh,-Station Manager.

GT Gage, Supt. of Operations.
1T. McConnell, Supt. of Technical Services

''. -L. ; Weaver, -Supt. of. Station Services:

'D. Rains, Supt. of Maintenance;
LN. McGraw, Compliance Engineer

- D.' Mendezoff, Engineer Specialist
;R. White, Instrumentation and Electrical Engineer'

f R. ! Turner, . Instrumentation and Electrical Engineer
G. Massey, Instrumentation and Electrical Engineer

.K.- Reece, Instrumentation and Electrical Engineer
"

_

' G. :Pollak, Instrumentation and Electrical Engineer
..

'

_

W.;Wylie, Instrumentation and Electrical Engineer
E.; Smith,- Instrumentation and Electrical Engineer
C. Tyler, . Instrumentation a'nd Electrical Supervisor

. . D.: Simmons, Instrumentation.and Electrical Support Engineer
_

iT. Al-Hussani, Design Engineering
RL Groves,-Design Engineering-

= M., Nazar, Project Services Engineer
E.:Estep, Project-Services Engineer
:B. Travis, Operating Engineer -

'

- D. Baumgardner, Operating Engineer
;T. Cline, McGuire Station Review Group
-P. Nardoci, Licensing
D.-Smith, PRF Engineer; s

;NRC Personnel ~

W. ' Orders, Senior Resident Inspector
' R.. Pierson, Resident Inspector.

Other. licensee employees contacted included technicians, operators and'
-offsite personnel.,

LAll' personnel listed above attended one or both exit briefings held ~
' February 1 and February 6,1985.

s

'2. Exit' Interview
.

- The inspection scope and findings were summarized on . February 1,1985 -
:and February 6,.1985 with the those personnel indicated in paragraph'

o
1 1 above;
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3. * Unresolved and Open Items:

An Unresolved Item'is a matter about which more information is required
to determine whether it is acceptable or may involve a violation or devi-

-ation. The following Unresolved Items were identified as a result of
this-inspection: ;

(50-369/85-08-01) The apparent failure to demonstrate that single cell
charging of an operable battery does not create an unreviewed safety
,uestion. (Item 5.b)..q

(50-369/85-08-02) The apparent failure to demonstrate the operability of

battery EVCA for the past two years by) proper performance of weekly andquarterly surveillance tests (Item 5.c .

(50-369/85-08-03) The apparent failure to demonstrate the operability of
all four vital and instrumentation control system batteries by proper
performance of battery service discharge tests (Item 5.d).

(50-369/85-08-04) The apparent failure to conduct battery performance
discharge tests in accordance_with safety analysis report commitments
-(Item 5.e).

(50-369/85-08-06) The apparent failure to implement procedures for the
maintenance and operation of the vital batteries (Item 5.f).

(50-369/85-08-07) The apparent failure to implement adequate corrective
action to resolve an identified design deficiency with the auxiliary
feedwater systems of both units (Item 6.a).

4. Plant Status-

Unit 1 was operating in mode 1.

Unit 2 was shutdown in mode 5 commencing a refueling o.utage.

5. Battery Inspection Results

The inspectors toured the four vital battery rooms, reviewed battery sur-
veillance test, maintenance and operating procedures, and examined surveil-
lance test and maintenance records for all the vital batteries. The fol-
lowing licensee procedures were reviewed:

.
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= Procedure No.. Title- Revision '

<MCM 1356.01-3: Gould Station Battery Installation -

and Operating Instructions

LIP /0/A/3061/01- 125 Volt Vital Batteries Weekly / Monthly CH.3
'

Inspection and Preventive Maintenance

LIP /0/A/3061/07' : Vital Battery and -Terminal Post CH.2
Inspection-

IP/0/A/3061/08 Vital Battery Equalizing Charge CH.2

IP/0/A/3061/11. Charging by the Constant Current Method CH.1
for Vital I&C Batteries

4
.

IP/0/A/3061/12 Charging Vital Batteries After Discharges CH.2

IP/0/A/3061/13 Operation of Single Cell Battery Charger CH.1-

.IP/0/A/3061/18 Installation and Removal of Jumpers on CH.2
Battery Cells

- PT/0/A/4350/08 125 VDC Vital Instrumentation and Control CH.4
Battery: Discharge Performance. Test'

- PT/0/A/4350/08A . 125 VDC Vital .I&C Battery Discharge Service ' CH.S
Test

:The inspection revealed some significant problems with the operability of
u'the ba_ttery EVCA and the licensee's procedures for maintaining all. Vital

batteries in an operable condition.

a.- The inspectors determined that battery EVCA was abnormally configured
and showed signs of cell deterioration. One-cell was jumpered out of
the battery;and three cells were' receiving single _. cell charges. Spe-
cifically, cell 9 was jumpered out of the bank and receiving a single
cell. charge, and cells-29 and 45 were receiving single cell charges
while still connected to the battery. Each'of the three cells was
charging-at 2.45-2.50 VDC which was above the vendor manual specified
charging rate. This condition caused electrolytic. gassing and cell
plate deterioration as evidenced by sediment formation on the bottom'

of|the cells. The battery chargers were being supplied from a non-
Class.1E,115 VAC auxiliary power receptacle and the licensee had not.
established a program for monitoring.these charges. This condition
had prevailed on battery CVCA for over two years.
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b. The safety evaluation for procedure IP/0/A/3061/13 did not address
all the pertinent safety issues and failed to demonstrate that an-

. unreviewed safety question would not be created when a single cell
charge of a Class 1E battery was conducted. This procedure described
a method of charging an installed cell, . functioning in a Class IE bat-
tery, with a battery charger connected to a non-Class 1E electrical
source. This procedure also required that the charger be secured to
the seismic category I battery rack with tie wraps. The written safety-
evaluation for the procedure stated that "The use of a single cell

- charger will not affect the battery capability to perform as required.
The single cell charger and leads will be restrained and thus will not
constitute a safety hazard." This evaluation failed to address the po-
tential degradation of safety margin caused by the charger being secured
to the battery rack and a potential violation of the Class 1E electrical
system independence requirement.

The apparent failure by the licensee to demonstrate that procedure
IP/0/A/3061/13 does not create an unreviewed safety question was dis-
cussed with licensee ,nanagement and will remain unresolved pending fol-
lowup by the NRC Region II Office (50-369/85-08-01).

c. For over two years, the licensee failed to properly demonstrate the op-
erability of battery EVCA. Weekly and quarterly surveillance tests
conducted on battery EVCA did not measure individual cell voltages and
specific gravities under the float charge conditions required by TS
4.8.2.1.2.a and b. The surveillance test acceptance values listed in TS
Table 4.8-3 are based on an initial condition of a float charge in ac-
cordance with the vendor manual. The vendor manual, MCM 1356.01-3, spe-
cifies that battery float voltage be controlled to maintain an average
of 2.17 to 2.25 volts per cell. Contrary to this requirement, the li-
censee failed to properly conduct surveillance tests in the following'

instances:

(1) Quarterly surveillance tests conducted on cell 29 after December 29,
1982 and on cell 45 after May 29, 1982 were conducted with a charg-
ing voltage of 2.45-2.50 VDC being applied to the cells by the single
cell chargers. Individual cell voltages measured under these condi-
tions were the output of the single cell chargers and not the re-
quired equilibrium voltage of the cell under battery float charge
conditions.

(2) Battery EVCA was declared operable for a period of 27 days without
a satisfactory quarterly surveillance test to document that the
battery was demonstrated operable. On January 23, 1983, a quarter-,

ly surveillance test identified the specific gravity of cell 9 as,

being below the TS allowable value. -The battery was declared in-
operable, cell 9 was jumpered out, and the battery was decitred
operable without performing the quarterly surveillance test on the
newly configured battery. The licensee, in effect, used the un-
satisfactory quarterly surveillance test results to document bat-
tery EVCA operability. The next quarterly surveillance test was
conducted on February 19, 1983.
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(3) Weekly and quarterly surveillance tests conducted'on all cells
of battery EVCA after cell 9 was jumpered out of the battery were
-conducted with an average ~ charging voltage of 2.29 volts per cell.
This value is .04 VDC above the maximum float charge value specif-
ied in MCM 1356.01-3. Measurements taken under this condition weret

compared directly to the acceptance values specified in TS Table
4.8-3 to determine battery operability. The elevated charging
voltage appears to. render this determination invalid.

The cause of this apparent violation was an inadequate procedure.
Procedure IP/0/A/3061/01 requires that the battery float voltage

.be maintained at 133 VDC regardless of the number of cells in the
battery. For a normal 59 cell battery, this results in a 2.25
volts per cell float charge, the maximum allowed by MCM 1356.01-3.
When cell 9 was jumpered from the battery, leaving 58 cells, bat-
tery voltage was maintained at 133 volts resulting in an average
charge or 2.29 volts per cell.

On February 1, 1985, the inspectors met with licensee management to
discuss their concerns about the operability of battery EVCA. A short
summary of the findings was presented and the question of battery op-
erability was posed to station management. Both the station manager
and the senior instrumentation and electrical engineer were unaware
that single cell charging was still in progress on cells 9, 29, and 45.
After this notification, the licensee chose to leave the single cell
chargers in place until new cells could be prepared for replacement.
This required 4 days, during which time Unit 1 operated at 100% power.
On February 5, 1985, when the replacement cells were ready, the single
cell chargers were removed from cells 29 and~45 and surveillance tests
were conducted at an elevated charging voltage of 2.29 volts per cell.
The individual cell voltage measurements were 2.101 VDC for cell 29 and
2.147 VDC for cell 45. Comparing these values to the acceptance values
of TS Table 4.8-3, the licensee determined that they were in a limiting
condition for operation and had 7 days to raise all individual cell
voltages in battery EVCA to at least 2.13 VDC. The licensee chose to
jumper out cell 29 and place cell 9 back into the battery. After the
NRC inspection was concluded, battery EVCA was reported to have success-
fully passed a service discharge test and was declared operable. The
licensee's position is that battery EVCA was operable until the low in-
dividual cell voltage on cell 29 was identified and the battery was re-
turned to an operable status within the allowable TS action statement
limits.

The inspectors disagree with the licensee's position on battery EVCA
operability since the measurements of individual cell voltages were
taken at a charging voltage that was .04 volts per cell above the max-
imum value specified in MCM 1356.01-3. If a .04 volt per cell correc-
tion factor were applied to the measured, values 'to adjust for the ele-
vated charging voltage, the corrected individual cell voltage for cell
29 could have been 2.06 volts. This value is below the minimum allow-
able value of TS Table 4,8-3 and indicates an inoperable. battery. The
inspectors concluded that the condition of cell 29 and operability of
battery EVCA for the past 2 years are in question.
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The apparent' failure to demonstrate the operability of battery EVCA*

for the past two years was discussed with licensee management and will
remain unresolved pending followup by the NRC Region II Office (50-

- 369/85-08-02).

d. The licensee improperly performed battery service discharge tests in
March and April 1984 and thereby failed to demonstrate the operability
of all four vital batteries. TS 4.8.2.1.2.d requires that a service
discharge test be performed by either supplying actual emergency loads
for one hour or supplying a dummy load of at least 440 amps for one hour
while maintaining a battery terminal voltage of at least 105 VDC. Con-
trary to this requirement, the licensee conducted service tests by dis-
charging into a dummy load at 1217 amps for one minute and 370 amps for
59 minutes.

The apparent cause for this finding is an inadequate procedure. On

liarch 19, 1983, Amendment 19 to Facility Operating License NPF-9 is-
sued the combined Unit 1/2 TS which revised the method for performing
battery service discharge tests. The licensee did not issue a change
to procedure PT/0/A/4350/08A to implement this revision until January 11,
1985. During the interim, the superceded methodology was used to per-
form the 1984 service discharge tests. This finding is similar to Via-
lation 50-369/83-27-01 and 50-370/83-34-01 where the licensee failed
to revise a surveillance procedure after license Amendment 19 changed
the surveillance requirements for the Containment Pressure Control System.
This is an indication of inadequate corrective action taken by the li-
censee to resolve this previous NRC violation.

The apparent failure by the licensee to demonstrate the operability of
all four vital batteries by the proper conduct of service discharge
tests was discussed with-licensee management and will remain unresolved
pending followup by the NRC Region II Office (50-369/85-08-03).

e. The licensee improperly conducted battery performance discharge tests on
-three of the four vital batteries. Battery performance discharge tests
conducted in January 1980 were not performed in accordance with licensee
commitments to IEEE 450-1972, "IEEE Recommended Practice for Maintenance,
Testing and Replacement of Large Stationary Type Power Plant and Sub-
station Lead Storage Batteries". IEEE 450-1972 requires that perform-
ance tests be conducted at a determined discharge rate until the battery
reaches a minimum voltage determined by the number of connected cells
and the minimum voltage per cell identified in the vendor manual. Con-
trary to this requirement, procedure PT/0/A/4350/08 requires that the
battery be discharged for just one hour at the one hour rate. The per--

formance tests conducted in January 1980 were stopped before a minimum-

voltage was reached on all the batteries except EVCA. Battery EVCA
reached the minimum voltage in 59 minutes.

7
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TS 4.8.2.1.2.f. requires that performance discharge tests be conducted
annually when battery capacity, determined by the performance test,
drops more than 10% from the average of the two previous tests. Pro-
cedure PT/0/A/4350/08 prevents this trending to determine when a de-
graded battery exists.

The apparent failure to conduct battery performance discharge tests in
accordance with licensee commitments to IEEE 450-1972 was discussed with
licensee management and will remain unresolved pending followup by the
NRC Region II Office (50-369/85-08-04).

Additionally, TS 4.8.2.1.2.f states that a second method for deter-
' mining a degradea battery is when battery capacity drops below 80%
of manufacturer rating. This figure is inconsistent with TS 4.8.2.1.
2.e which classifies the battery as inoperable when battery capacity
drops below 80%. This is an apparent mistake in the TS and will
will remain open pending followup by the NRC Region II Office
(50-369/85-08-05).

f. The licensee failed to properly implement procedures for the vital
batteries in the following instances:

(1) Procedure IF/0/A/3061/01 requires that battery temperature be
determined by measuring the temperature of 6 cells and directs
that corrective action be taken if the temperature variance of
the 6 cells exceeds 5*F. Contrary to this requirement, the

' temperature measurements taken on January 17, 1985 for battery
EVCA varied by 9 F and no corrective action was taken. The
reason for the high tempera'ure variance was the inclusion of
cell 29 in the measurement. Cell 29 was receiving a single cell
charge and operating at an elevated temperature.

(2) Procedure IP/0/A/3061/07 requires that all intercell connection
resistances be measured. Contrary to this requirement, on
November 30, 1983 and June 13, 1984 this procedure was conducted
on battery EVCA and the intercell resistance of the jumper in-
stalled between cells 8 and 10 was not measured. Procedure
IP/0/A/3061/07 implements the requirements of TS 4.8.2.1.2.c which
requires that each cell-to-cell resistance be verified less than
or equal to 150 micro-ohms every 18 months as a condition of bat-
tery operability. This operability requirement was satisfied by
measurements taken at jumper installation on January 23, 1983 and
a later measurement on December 7,1983.

8
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1(3) Procedures'IP/0/A/3061/11 and IP/0/A/3061/12 require that: cell''

_

fvoltage,' specific gravity.and temperature of selected pilot cells'

be recorded at two hour. intervals when charging the battery R

f .by. the ' constant current method. These procedures also note. 1

that " current'should be adjusted to' 10 amperes -during evening I
'

, _

- or. night shifts if ~ cell readings cannot be taken at specified in-
J tervals". Contrary;to this requirement, the licensee. failed'to. .;

monitor ..these parameters at the required intervals during the
,

: charges;of all ,4 vital batteries after their- service' discharge, |

tests conducted in March and. April 1984. A review of the com-
-

'pleted charging-records revealed that the recording intervals. I

were 3-4 hours during the day, shift and up to 17 hours'during
,

evening and night-: shifts with no recorded reduction of the charg- !

ing current to 10 amps.
1

The apparent failure.to follow procedures for the maintenance and oper-
ation of the' vital batteries was discussed with. licensee management and |

-will remain unresolved pending followup by the NRC Region II Office ;

-(50-369/85-08-06).
f

g. ;Certain lic'ensee procedures for the maintenance and operation'of the
vital batteries.are inconsistent with the vendors guidance in-MCM ' l
1356.01-3 and industry guidance promulgated in IEEE standards.

'

(1) Licensee procedures for. determining when to conduct an equalizing
charge on the_ battery were inconsistent with reference guidance.

IEEE 450-1975 and the battery vendor manual, MCM '1356.01-3, 're-
quire that an equalizing charge be conducted when

(a) the specific gravity of'any individual cell drops .010'or
more below the ~ average of- all cells, or

(b) the a'verage specific gravity of all cells drops .010'or more
from the average specific gravity of the battery after its
initial acceptance charge or.

(c) the individual cell voltage of any cell varies by .04 volts
or more from the average cell voltage within the battery or-

any cell ICV is below 2.13 volts.

' Procedures IP/0/A3061/08 and IP/0/A3061/11 provide guidance _that'

an' equalizing charge be conducted only when
.

:(a) the individual cell voltage of any cell varies by .05 volts- -

or more from the average cell voltage within the battery or

(b) the average specific gravity of the battery is less than
.010' from its acceptance charge average value.

9
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In practice, the licensee did not analyze quarterly surveillance*

test results to determine whether the battery needed an equal-
izing charge. Furthermore, the licensee could not provide a copy
of the initial acceptance charge values that are to be used for
a comparison standard. No equalizing charges have been_ conducted
on any vital ~ battery in the past 2 yews except as restoration

- from a service discharge test. The inspectors reviewed completed
surveillance data sheets for the past two years and found that bat-
tery EVCA met the reference document criteria for requiring an
equalizing charge in nearly all instances.

(2) Licensee procedures for conducting battery equalizing charges were
inconsistent with reference guidance. MCM 1356.01-3 recommends
the following two charging procedures:

(a) A constant current method where the battery is charged at
83 amps until the lowest cell specific gravity is constant
for a 5 hour period.

(b) A constant voltage method where voltages are raised to the
maximum allowed by the system and maintained for a minimum
of 95 hours after charging current has stabilized. The dur-
ation of the charge is determined by voltage that can be
achieved from a table in the vendor manual.

Licensee procedures describe the following three different charg-
ing methods:'

(a) Procedure IP/0/A/3061/08 describes a constant voltage method
of charging the battery, but at a higher rate of 144.5 VDC
(2.45-volts per cell) than the vendor manual recommends
(2.39 volts per cell maximum).

(b) Procedure IP/0/A/3061/11 describes a constant current method
of charging the battery, but specifies charging at 50 amps
-until the specific gravities of 6 pilot cells are stable
over a 3 hour period.

(c) Procedure IP/0/A/3061/12 describes a charging method that
provides for an accelerated charge rate initially to re-
plenish the battery and then offers a choice of continuing
by either the constant voltage or constant current methods
described in the other charging procedures.

(3) Procedure IP/0/A/3061/13 describes a method for conducting a
'

charge of a single cell in a functioning battery, but neither
the vendor manual or IEEE standards reference this process.
In addition to the potential unreviewed safety question that
this procedure creates (item 5.b), the following procedural in-
adequacies were also noted:

10
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(a) -There was no guidance regarding when to secure the charge
and replace the cell if its capacity does not improve.
This contributed to single cell charging on cells 45, 29,
and 9 of battery EVCA for over 2 years.

(b) There were no limits specified for cell charging voltage.
or current. This contributed to an excessive voltage being
applied to cells 9, 45, and 29 causing gassing and cell de-
terioration.

~

(c) There was no guidance for when to use the single cell charg-
ing procedure and when to conduct an entire battery equaliz-
ing charge.

6.0 Auxiliary Feedwater System Inspection Results

The inspectors reviewed records of periodic surveillance tests of the
auxiliary feedwater system (AFWS) conducted during the past 3 years and
performed a walkdown of the Unit 1 AFWS. The following observations were
made:

a. Since 1981, the licensee has repeatedly identified a problem with the
installation of the Unit 1 and Unit 2 AFWS turbine driven pump dis-
charge check valves, but has failed to correct this design problem.
These plug-stop check valves are installed with the valve stem in the
horizontal position, thus defeating its design feature of gravity aid-
ed closure. The following is a chronological history of this problem.

(1) On August 25, 1981, backleakage through AFWS check valves overpres-
surized the suction piping of the Unit 1 turbine driven pump anf
resulted in the pump being declared inoperable. LER 369/81-136
reported this event on September 8, 1981 and identified as a con-
tributing cause the improperly installed check valve ICA-22. The
licensee installed relief valves on the pump suction line, but no
action was taken to correct the improperly installed check valve.

(2) On November 11, 1981, Westinghouse Electric Corporation sent the
licensee a letter alerting them that potential backleakage prob-
lems at McGuire Nuclear Station could compromise the safety related
function of the AFWS and create an unreviewed safety question.
This letter recommended installation of AFWS temperature monitoring
instrumentation in the control room and stated that this condition
could be reportable to the NRC based on specific plant evaluation.
The licensee could not provide the inspectors with any documentation'

of evaluations conducted as a result of this letter and the rec-*

omended temperature monitoring instrumentation was just being in-
stalled at the time of this inspection.

Unit 2 was under construction at the time this Westinghouse letter
was issued. Despite the warning in the letter and the previous
problem identified in LER 369/81-136. the licensee installed the
Unit 2 turbine pump discharge check valve 2CA-22 with the stem in
the horizontal position.

11
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(3) On February 28, 1984 a licensee safety evaluation, written in re-
sponse to INP0 Significant Event Report 5-84, acknowledged the po-
tential for loss of all AFWS trains as a result of backleakage.
There was no subsequent action taken on this safety evaluation. INP0
Significant Operating Experience Report (SOER) 84-3 issued April 17,

.i1984, provided further information of this subject and recommended
actions to be taken. No apparent action was implemented until
September 14, 1984.

(4) On August 26 and again on August 30, 1984 backleakage problems dam-
aged the turbine driven pump suction instrumentation on Unit 2 as
described in LER 370/84-25. During a conference call on November 21,
1984, with the NRC Region II and NRC Headquarters personnel concern-
ing LER 370/84-25 and the licensee's response to 50ER 84-3, a verbal
commitment was made by the licensee to implement the applicable 50ER
recommendations. These recommendations included changes to procedure
OP/1,2/A/6250/02 which were not implemented at the time of the inspec-
tion.

(5) During the inspection, on January 29, 1985, Unit 1 again experienced
backleakage which damaged the turbine driven pump suction instrumenta-
tion.

(6) In 1986 the licensee plans to correct this problem by installing
check valves with a different design. This corrective action is

,

presently scheduled more than 4 years after the initial identifica-
tion of the safety ,1roblem.

The apparent failure to implement adequate and timely corrective actions
for an identified problem was discussed with licensee management and
will remain unresolved pending followup by the NRC Region II Office
(50-369/85-08-07).

b. The inspectors reviewed the licensee's program for independent verifi-
cation of system lineups in accordance with NUREG 0737, "TMI Action
Plan Requirements" and found it to be weak. Operations Management
Procedure 1.6, "McGuire Nuclear Station Independent Verification,"
Revision 6, allows the use of control room indication, when available,
and does not require independent verification of valves essential to
safety which receive an automatic actuation signal. The licensee has
previously had problems resulting from independent verification based
only on control room indications. On February 13, 1984 a high pressure
injection pump breaker was returned to the fully racked in position
after maintenance, and independently verified by breaker status lights

-

in the control room. It was discovered later that the breaker was not
in the fully racked in position and, as a result, the pump had been in-
operable for 7 days.

Additionally, there was a lack of system markings on the AFWS and the
metal valve identification tags were often distorted and hard to read
making it difficult to locate and identify some valves. The majority
of valves in the main flow path of the AFWS have no local value posi-
tion indication and some valve positions could not be determined by the
experienced operator who accompanied the inspectors on the walkdown of

12
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the Unit 1 AFWS. The position of these valves can only be verified by
visually sighting the valve during operation. The licensee was not ac-
complishing this type of independent verification. The inspectors were

,

concerned that these deficiencies could lead to future valve misalign-
ment problems.

7. Control Room Operations

The inspectors observed control room activities during shift turnover, steady
state operations and during an unusual event. Control room logs and records
reviewed included the shift supervisor logs, reactor operator logs, shift turn-
over checklists, periodic test log, technical specifications action item log,
operation work list and equipment removal and restoration records. The fol-
lowing observations were made:

a. The control room shift turnover was considered adequate. The on-coming
staff reviewed all appropriate logs, control room indications, and sched-
uled work,

b. The conduct of the control room staff was professional and appropriate
demeanor was obscrved on day shift, backshifts and weekends. Access
to the control room was rigidly controlled and limited to persons on
official business. Nuisance alarms were kept to a minimum and the op-
erators were responsive to and aware of the cause of annunicator alarms.

c. During the time the inspectors were in the control room a main feedwater
flow signal went unexpectedly from 35% to 85% and was still increasing
when the control room operator switched from automatic to manual control.
This transient was handled quickly and professionally. The cause was
determined to be from maintenance being conducted on the feedwater re-
corder.

d. Good housekeeping practices were found in the control room and all areas
of.the plant toured by inspectors.

.

e
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